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Back in the day, there used to be labor reporters who were knowledgeable about collective bargaining
and who followed developments and policy related to labor relations. Of course, the Internet has
resulted in a decline in newspaper reporting of all types. But the decline of the labor reporter predates
the impact of the Internet and was really a product of the decline of organized labor as a major force in
the private sector.
There are two key results of the absence of labor reporters today. Above you see a screenshot from the
webpage of the San Francisco Chronicle of July 1, 2013. It reports on the impact of a transit (subway)
strike that began on that date on commuting. But actual coverage of strike issues is rather limited. You
will find claims and counterclaims by the union and management sides and references to state
government intervention. You won’t find information about how California public policy on
government labor relations disputes is different from that in many other jurisdictions.1 (Public sector
employees in California generally have the right to strike unlike those in many other parts of the country
or at the federal level.)
You won’t find much information about the power of the governor to intervene in this dispute. (The
governor can impose a temporary injunction but his options to require some sort of dispute settling
mechanism beyond the injunction are very limited.) You won’t find information about why – since the
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governor did have that limited authority – he chose (at least at the start of the strike) not to use it. He
made that choice although the union involved apparently requested he impose an injunction. You won’t
find analysis of why the union paradoxically might have wanted the governor to enjoin (temporarily) its
own right to strike.
California has a somewhat higher unionization rate than the U.S. average but almost all that differential
is due to relatively high unionization in the public sector. Apparently, however, the state’s public sector
differential is not sufficient to produce the kind of labor reporting that might have occurred, say, a
quarter century ago. Nor is there heavy competition among newspapers that might encourage such
reporting.

At one time in the state’s history, the Oakland Tribune was an influential force in state politics.2
(Oakland is serviced by the same BART train system that services San Francisco.) Today, the paper is
part of a group of local dailies. The Tribune once occupied a high rise building that dominated the City of
Oakland; today the building – although architecturally interesting – is no longer occupied by the paper
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and (I believe) is empty. As the screenshot on the previous page suggests, the reporting to be found in
the Tribune more or less mirrors what was in the Chronicle. You won’t find analysis of the strike or
public policy on government labor relations in California, although – as the screenshot shows – there
was also another strike in effect of city workers in Oakland.
I found similar reporting on the transit strike in the San Francisco Examiner. There was some
information about strike issues, at least as described by the labor and management sides. There wasn’t
anything about state public policies, but there was mention of state mediation efforts. How state
mediators operate or how they become involved in labor disputes was not explained.3 Nonetheless, at
least one newspaper was providing news that went beyond simply reporting the effects of the strike on
commuters and what the parties said.

The fact that the Examiner had more information than the other two newspapers suggests that there is
a potential reader interest in detailed discussion of public sector labor relations issues, if only because
strikes occur from time to time. In short, the interest is still there but not the specialized labor reporters
that once catered to that interest. There isn’t a simple remedy for this situation. However, there are
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people with labor expertise in academia. Indeed, the Labor and Employment Relations Association
(LERA) and the Employment Policy Research Network (EPRN) can be helpful to news reporters in making
referrals.
Even if the referrals cannot answer specific questions about this particular labor dispute, they can
provide some guidance on questions for reporters to ask. We noted some questions above, e.g., why
the governor – although he has the power to halt the strike temporarily - has chosen not to use his
authority. In addition, high-profile strikes seem inevitably to result in estimates of their “costs.” This
one was no exception, as can be seen below.4 However, exactly how the estimate of $73 million per day
was derived is not clear or questioned in the news report. Nor is the figure put in perspective, i.e., how
big is $73 million compared to the daily GDP of the Bay Area?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------So what lessons should be drawn? Media reporters need to go beyond what the parties say about their
dispute. Both sides have an interesting in spinning public opinion and in using the news media to meet
their bargaining objectives. There are, however, neutral observers in the academic world who might
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provide some insights. And what about those academics? They need to make themselves available
when major disputes occur to fill in where once labor reporters were available to provide analysis.

Note: This musing of 7-8-13 was actually posted on July 2, 2013.
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